INTRODUCTION
As a noninvasive method to measure tissue microvascular perfusion and permeability, dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) is increasingly used in oncologic imaging for cancer diagnosis and therapeutic monitoring (1, 2) . rate constant) and v e (extravascular, extracellular volume fraction), that are direct measures of tissue biology and in principle independent of data acquisition details and MRI scanner platform (3) . However, the accuracy and precision of the derived PK parameters can be largely affected by the selection of the PK model for data fitting (3) (4) (5) , errors in quantification of the native tissue T 1 value (3, 4, 6) , and variance in determination of arterial input function (AIF; the time-course of CA plasma concentration) (3, 4, (7) (8) (9) . These challenges lead to substantial variations in the reported PK parameter values for the same disease and are fundamental obstacles in translating quantitative DCE-MRI into multicenter clinical trials and general clinical practice. Therefore, it is important for the DCE-MRI community to investigate the impact of variations/errors in different steps of PK data analysis on the estimated parameter values, establish ways to reduce parameter variance, and identify those parameters that are less sensitive to certain variations in data analysis and, therefore, the more robust imaging biomarkers for multicenter studies.
Quantification of the AIF is generally required in most PK models to fit the DCE-MRI time-course data from the tissue of interest. There are many approaches to determine the AIF, including blinded estimation (10) , reference tissue (11) (12) (13) , empirically derived population-averaged AIF (14) , and direct measurement of AIF from a feeding artery if the artery is clearly visible within the image field of view (9) . In a previous multicenter data analysis challenge (9) within the Quantitative Imaging Network (QIN) of the National Cancer Institute, we have shown, with shared DCE-MRI data sets from patients with prostate cancer, different extents of PK parameter variations owing to differences in individually measured AIFs using site-specific methods. We have shown that parameter variations could be reduced by using a reference-tissue method (15, 16) to adjust the amplitude of the measured AIF. The commonly used standard Tofts model (17, 18) with two independent fitting parameters (K trans and v e ) was used for PK analysis in that study. A recent single-center prostate DCE-MRI study (19) also shows parameter variations when individually measured AIFs and literature population-average AIFs were used for PK analysis with the Tofts model, resulting in substantial variations in diagnostic accuracy of prostate cancer.
In this study, part II of the QIN multicenter data analysis challenge, the shutter-speed model (SSM) (20, 21) was used to perform PK analysis of the shared data sets with AIFs measured by multiple QIN centers. The main difference between the SSM and the Tofts model is that the former takes into account intertissue-compartment water-exchange kinetics. An additional parameter, the mean intracellular water lifetime ( i ), is used in the SSM to account for the transcytolemmal (cross cell membrane) water-exchange kinetics. Recent studies show that the SSMderived K trans parameter is a more accurate diagnostic marker for both breast (22, 23) and prostate cancer (24) , and pretreatment i is predictive of breast cancer response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy (25) and overall survival in patients with head and neck cancer (26) . Furthermore, recent results suggest that i is potentially a new imaging biomarker of cellular metabolic activity (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) , specifically the activity of the Na ϩ -K ϩ -ATPase pump, which is essential for all mammalian cells and is primarily responsible for maintaining the K ϩ and Na ϩ gradient in vivo. In addition, a simulation study (16) has shown low sensitivity of i to AIF amplitude scaling compared with other conventional PK parameters such as K trans . Thus, it is important to experimentally investigate the effect of uncertainty in AIF determination on parameters estimated with the SSM, which was the goal of this study.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Sharing and Multicenter AIF Measurement
Axial prostate DCE-MRI data were collected by one QIN center (32) for pretreatment staging of patients with prostate cancer. Data sets from 11 patients were shared with other QIN centers through TCIA (The Cancer Imaging Archive). These data sets were acquired at 3 T using a 3-dimensional SPoiled Gradient Recalled (SPGR) sequence with repetition time ϭ 3.6 milliseconds, echo time ϭ 1.3 milliseconds, flip angle ϭ 15°, a temporal resolution ranging from 4.4 to 5.3 seconds, and about 60 frames for a 4.5-to 6-minute acquisition time. Nine QIN centers, denoted as QIN1 to QIN9, downloaded the DCE-MRI data and performed AIF measurement from a single image slice for each individual data set using site-specific methods. The smaller circular region of interest (ROI) placed in the left femoral artery ( Figure 1A insert) shows the most common location where the AIFs were measured. The derived AIFs in the form of signal intensity time-course data were then submitted to one of the 9 centers, the data managing center, for centralized PK analysis of the 11 DCE-MRI data sets. Additional details on DCE-MRI acquisition parameters and the methods used by each center for AIF measurement from the imaging data are described in Huang et al.'s study (9) .
DCE-MRI Data Analysis
The AIF signal intensity time-course was converted by the managing center to blood R 1 (' 1/T 1 ) time-course, R 1,b (t), using the steady-state MRI signal intensity equation for a gradient pulse sequence (33) with the known acquisition parameters of flip angle, echo time, and repetition time, and a fixed precontrast blood R 1 of 0.61 s Ϫ1 (34) , and then to plasma CA concentration time-course, C p (t), using the following equation:
where r 1 is the CA relaxivity at 3 T, set at 3.8 mM Ϫ1 s
Ϫ1
; h is the hematocrit, set at 0.45.
For comparison with the individually measured AIFs, a frequently cited and used population-averaged AIF published by Geoff Parker (GP) et al. (14) was also included in this study. The analytical expression of the GP AIF was implemented at the managing center and resampled to match the temporal features of the prostate DCE-MRI data sets.
For each data set, the prostate tumor ROI was defined on a single image slice through the central portion of the tumor by one investigator from the center where the data were generated. The signal intensity time-course for each voxel within the tumor ROI was converted by the managing center to R 1 time-course, R 1 (t), in the same way as for R 1,b (t), but with a fixed precontrast R 1 for the tumor tissue, R 10 , assumed to be 0.63 s Ϫ1 (7). Follow-ing calculation of C p (t) [equation (1) ] for each of the AIFs measured by the 9 QIN centers and the literature GP AIF, and R 1 (t) for each tumor voxel, the managing center performed PK analysis of the shared 11 prostate DCE-MRI data sets on a voxel-by-voxel basis using an in-house Python-based SSM software package. All AIF arrival times were manually aligned with the uptake phase of the average tissue response curves from the tumor ROIs. The 2-compartment-3-parameter version of the SSM (20, 21) was used for R 1 (t) data fitting in this study: Owing to large differences in the site-specific methods for the AIF measurement (9), such as the placement of the ROI in the artery and the ROI size, substantial variations in AIF amplitude were observed in the AIFs measured from the same data set. A reference tissue method (15, 24) was used to adjust the amplitude of the measured AIFs, as well as the literature GP AIF, in an attempt to reduce the variations (9) . In this approach, an ellipsoidal ROI ( Figure 1A insert) was drawn in the adjacent, normalappearing obturator muscle area on the same image slice as the one for the AIF measurement and used as the reference tissue ROI. The AIF amplitude was varied until the Tofts model fitting of the DCE-MRI data from the muscle reference tissue ROI returned a v e value of 0.1 (35) . In total, 20 AIFs, including unadjusted and reference tissue-adjusted AIFs measured by the 9 QIN centers and of the literature GP AIF, were used for PK modeling of each prostate DCE-MRI data set using the SSM, resulting in 20 sets of mean tumor K trans , v e , k ep , and i values that were then separated into two groups of results based on the unadjusted and reference tissue-adjusted AIF approaches.
Because a physically meaningful v e is in the range of 0.0 to 1.0, these two values were used as the lower and upper boundaries, respectively, for SSM fitting of all voxel data. All returned voxel v e values were within the two boundaries (none at boundary values) when the reference tissue-adjusted AIFs were used, while, on average, Ͻ3% voxels (range: 0%-6.6% for all the AIF and data set combinations) had returned v e values reaching the upper boundary of 1.0 when the unadjusted AIFs were used. In the latter case, the parameter values from these limited number of voxels with v e value of 1.0 were not excluded from the calculation of tumor mean parameter values. 
Statistical Analysis
The mean parameter values for the tumor ROI obtained from all fittings were used for statistical analysis. Descriptive statistical analysis was conducted to summarize the PK parameter values returned using different AIFs, with the distribution graphically assessed by boxplots. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC), within-subject coefficient of variation (wCV), and concordance correlation coefficients (CCC) were calculated, and these were reported with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Although all three coefficients were computed to assess the reproducibility of the PK parameter values obtained with different AIFs, each had specific focus. The ICC measures the proportion of total variation contributed by between-subject differences, with a high ICC value indicating good agreement (36) . The wCV is the ratio of within-subject standard deviation to the mean of a parameter, with smaller wCV value suggesting better reproducibility. Closely related to ICC, CCC represents the level of pairwise linear agreement to a 45°line of which the intercept is forced to be zero. A larger CCC indicates better agreement between results from a pair of measurements and thus better reproducibility. Bland-Altman plots were used to graphically demonstrate pairwise agreements in results from different AIF measurements. SAS 9.4 (Cary, NY) was used for all statistical analysis. SAS macro "%ICC9" and "%mccc" were used for the estimations of ICC, wCV, and CCC.
RESULTS
Variations in AIF Determination
For each data set, substantial variations in both the amplitude and shape of the C p (t) time-course can be observed as a result of direct AIF measurement from the DCE-MRI data by the 9 QIN centers using site-specific methods. A clear example of C p (t) variation is shown in Figure 1A . Following amplitude adjustment of C p (t) using the reference tissue ( Figure 1A insert), the agreement among the individually measured AIF curves was clearly improved ( Figure 1B ). Table 1 lists the standard deviation (SD) of the C p (t) peak amplitude for unadjusted and reference tissue-adjusted AIFs from measurements by the 9 centers for each patient. Two-tailed paired t test shows that the AIF peak value SD of the reference tissue-adjusted AIFs is significantly (P ϭ .018) smaller than that of the unadjusted AIFs. Figure 2 shows the boxplots of K trans , v e , k ep , and i parameters estimated from SSM modeling of the 11 DCE-MRI data sets with adjusted and unadjusted AIFs (including those from the GP AIF). For most measurements, the mean is greater than the median, which is commonly seen when distributions are skewed toward larger parameter values. The dispersion of the estimated parameter values from the 11 patients varies substantially across the QIN centers (or AIFs), with K trans showing clearly the largest variation, while v e and i exhibiting the least variations. As another marker of microvascular properties, k ep shows less variation than K trans . Comparing the boxplots between unadjusted and adjusted AIFs, it can be visually observed that the agreement in parameter dispersion among different centers (or AIFs) is improved for K trans and v e when the reference tissue-adjusted AIFs were used in data fitting, but this is not clearly the case for k ep and i . Similar observations can be obtained from Table 2 , which shows the mean SSM parameter values and 95% CIs for each patient under the unadjusted and reference tissue-adjusted AIF approaches. The mean values were calculated by averaging the tumor parameter values derived with the individual AIFs determined by the 9 QIN centers. Figure 3 , K trans has the smallest ICC value with either AIF approach, while i has the largest ICC value. From unadjusted to adjusted AIFs, the increase in ICC is the most obvious for K trans and v e (ICC value increases from 0.44 to 0.59 and from 0.51 to 0.91, respectively) compared with k ep and i (0.72 to 0.79 and 0.92 to 0.93, respectively).
PK Parameter Variations Due to AIF Differences
As an example of differences in AIF-caused variations in estimated PK parameters when unadjusted and reference tissueadjusted AIFs were used for SSM analysis, Figure 5 shows voxel-based parametric maps of K trans and i of a prostate tumor generated from the SSM analysis. The tumor ROI was in the peripheral zone, as indicated by the arrow in the postcontrast DCE-MRI image. K trans and i maps obtained with unadjusted AIFs from the 9 QIN centers are shown on the left panels and those with reference tissue-adjusted AIFs are shown on the right. These maps are displayed under the same K trans and i color scales, respectively. With either AIF approach, substantially higher variations among the 9 K trans maps can be visually observed compared with the 9 i maps. While the variations among the K trans maps can be seen reduced when the reference tissue-adjusted AIFs were used, there is no noticeable improvement in agreement among the i maps going from unadjusted to adjusted AIFs. It is interesting to note, however, that despite considerable variations in K trans maps owing to AIF differences, the spatial pattern of voxel K trans distribution largely remains the same in all the maps. This was also observed in the i maps, and in the maps of v e and k ep (data not shown for the latter two parameters).
Concordance Analysis
Concordance correlation analysis was conducted to assess parameter agreement between any two AIFs under the same condition (adjusted or unadjusted). Tables 3 and 4 Figures 3 and 4 , there is generally a considerable increase (comparing values that are symmetric to the diagonal line in Table 3 ) in the CCC value for pair-wise comparisons of the K trans parameter going from unadjusted to adjusted AIFs, while little CCC changes are observed (comparing values that are symmetric to the diagonal line in Table 4 ) for the i parameter. The CCC ranges for v e and k ep (tables not shown) are 0.334 -0.986 and 0.145-0.957, respectively, for unadjusted AIFs, and 0.554 -0.993 and 0.129 -0.965, respectively, for adjusted AIFs. From unadjusted to adjusted AIFs, the changes in CCC for v e and k ep are similar to those for K trans and i , respectively. In addition, it is important to note that with either AIF approach, the CCC values for pair-wise comparisons that included the GP AIF are among the smallest values in the aforementioned CCC ranges. Figure 6 to show examples of pair-wise agreements in K trans ( Figure 6A ) and i ( Figure  6B ). The plots are displayed only for the AIF pairs with the largest (top rows in Figure 6 , A and B) and smallest (bottom rows in Figure 6 , A and B) CCC values for the unadjusted (left columns) and reference tissue-adjusted (right columns) AIFs. Although the differences between the measurements are mostly within the 95% CIs for all the plots, it is clear, with the vertical axis scales kept the same for the K trans and i plots, respectively, that the width of the CI band differs substantially between AIF pairs with greater CCC values and those with smaller CCC values: narrower for the former and wider for the latter. For K trans and i with the largest CCC values (ie, the best pair-wise agreements in the estimated K trans and i values), the means of parameter difference represented by the dotted lines are 0.22 The values in the parenthesis represent the lower and upper bounds of the 95% confidence interval. Figure 6A ), there appears to be a correlation (linear bias) between the difference in K trans and the mean of ; the larger the parameter value, the larger the difference in the parameter value between the two measurements. No clear correlation is observed for i , even in cases of poor agreement (bottom row of Figure 6B ).
Bland-Altman plots are shown in
DISCUSSION
In this part II of a multicenter data analysis challenge to evaluate the effect of variations in AIF determination on estimated PK parameters from prostate DCE-MRI data, the SSM was used for PK modeling of the DCE-MRI data. All other aspects in the data analysis were kept the same as those in part I (9) of the challenge where the standard two-parameter (K trans and v e ) Tofts model was used. For example, quality control measures such as fixed tumor ROI definition, fixed tumor T 10 , and central data analysis with a single SSM software package were adopted to ensure that PK parameter variations are mainly due to variations in only AIF. Compared with challenge part I (9), where the effect of AIF uncertainty was evaluated on parameters of K trans , v e , and k ep , one additional parameter, i , was included in this part II study.
Consistent with results from challenge part I (9), substantial variations in the estimated PK parameters were observed in this study owing to variations in AIF quantification by 9 QIN centers using site-specific methods (9), especially in K trans and k ep . Among the four parameters derived with the SSM using unadjusted AIFs, K trans shows the largest AIF-caused variation with a wCV value of 0.58, while v e and i show the smallest variations with nearly equal wCV values of 0.27 and 0.24, respectively. Although higher than v e and i , k ep has a lower AIF-caused variation than K trans , with a wCV value of 0.42. Our findings are in agreement with a recent study comparing fully automated and semiautomated AIF determination approaches for prostate DCE-MRI data analysis (7) , showing that K trans variation owing to AIF uncertainty is the most prominent compared with other PK parameters. A similar conclusion was drawn in a brain DCE-MRI study (8) that investigated PK parameter variations caused by the use of AIFs measured from different vessels.
As shown by this study using the SSM, as well as part I of the challenge (9) using the standard Tofts model, adjusting the amplitudes of individually measured AIFs with a referencetissue method (15, 24) by placing the reference ROI in the adjacent normal muscle region can decrease AIF variance (Table 1 ) and, as a result, reduce parameter variations. For example, the wCV values were decreased from 0.58 to 0.50 and from 0.27 to 0.10 for K trans and v e , respectively, when the reference tissue-adjusted AIFs replaced the unadjusted AIFs in the SSM analysis. The effect of AIF amplitude adjustment was smaller, however, on k ep (wCV: 0.42 to 0.39) and i (wCV: 0.24 to 0.22) parameters. These observations are consistent with the results from a simulation study using the SSM (16), which found significantly lower sensitivity of k ep and i to a 30% change in AIF amplitude compared with K trans and v e . Interestingly, the aforementioned brain DCE-MRI study (8) using the extended Tofts model (18) also showed lower variation of k ep in response to different AIF sources compared with K trans . Because k ep , like K trans , is also a measure of perfusion and permeability, the low sensitivity of k ep to AIF amplitude uncertainty suggests that k ep could be a more robust and reproducible imaging biomarker than K trans for DCE-MRI characterization of tissue microvasculature (37) when consistent and accurate AIF quantification is difficult.
In pair-wise assessment of agreement in parameter values obtained with two different AIFs, the worst agreements (or the smallest CCC values) generally occurred when a measured AIF (from acquired DCE-MRI data) was paired with the literature population-averaged GP AIF, for any parameter and under the condition of either unadjusted or adjusted AIFs. It is important to note that, in addition to amplitude, the AIF curve shape also influences the estimation of the PK parameters (3, 9) . Although the methods used by the 9 QIN centers to measure the AIFs were quite different (9), the individually measured AIFs captured the actual AIF curve shapes from the DCE-MRI data. The curve shape is specific to data acquisition details and data sampled for AIF quantification. This may not be well represented by the GP AIF, which is modeled on the basis of data from the aorta or iliac arteries acquired with different pulse sequence parameters at a different field strength. Such differences between the measured AIFs and GP AIF are probably a central reason why any pairwise comparison of the GP AIF with a measured AIF resulted in large differences in estimated PK parameter values. Therefore, whenever possible, an individually measured AIF should be used for PK analysis of DCE-MRI data instead of a generic population-averaged AIF, which may be unrelated to a specific study. This conclusion is based on the results from this study, as well as on those from part I of this data analysis challenge (9), which were obtained from a single time-point pretreatment prostate DCE-MRI data sets. For longitudinal DCE-MRI studies of cancer response to treatment, percent changes in parameter values (rather than absolute values) are generally used to assess therapy response, and high parameter repeatability is crucial. The use of a fixed population-averaged AIF may have advantages over individually measured AIFs because of the likely randomness of AIF measurement errors in the latter approach across multiple studies over a period of time. A recent DCE-MRI study of 13 patients with abdominal metastases by Rata et al. (38) shows that the highest parameter repeatability in a baseline test-retest study was achieved with a population-averaged AIF in comparison with three approaches of direct AIF measurement from acquired imaging data, and that, as a result, parameters derived with the population-averaged AIF have the highest sensitivity to treatment-induced changes. Further investigations with larger patient cohorts and data collected from different organs are needed before clear recommendations can be made in terms of direct AIF measurement versus fixed population-averaged AIF (39) for longitudinal DCE-MRI evaluation of cancer therapy response.
The representative parametric maps of K trans and i ( Figure  5 ) indicate that DCE-MRI parameter variations caused by AIF variations are mostly systematic. Despite differences in absolute voxel parameter values owing to different AIFs used in SSM analysis, it can be seen that the pattern of voxel parameter distribution largely remains the same for all the K trans or i maps, that is, there are no visible changes in the spatial locations of the parameter "hot" and "cold" spots when different AIFs were used. This is also observed in the voxel-based k ep and v e parametric maps (not shown). Therefore, the assessment of PK parameter spatial heterogeneity using texture analysis of parametric maps may not be affected by variations in AIF determination. However, quantitative texture feature analysis needs to be conducted to test this hypothesis.
The i parameter is unique to the SSM, and its reciprocal, 1/ i , is a measure of the rate of water cycling across cell membrane. Previous studies (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) indicate that i is an imaging biomarker of cellular metabolic activity, specifically the activity of Na ϩ -K ϩ -ATPase, which consumes ATP and drives active water cycling. The relationship between i and Na ϩ -K ϩ -ATPase was recently validated by a study of breast cancer cell lines using magnetic resonance and immunofluorescence measurements (40) . The present multicenter data analysis challenge shows that i (along with v e ) not only has the smallest AIFcaused variance among the PK parameter but is also (along with k ep ) the least sensitive to changes in AIF amplitude. Therefore, the inclusion of the i parameter (or the use of the SSM) in DCE-MRI studies could be advantageous, especially for studies of therapeutic monitoring when random errors of AIF measurement in multiple exams over time could lead to low accuracy and precision in parameters such as K trans and consequently either over-or underestimation of true response to treatment.
Similar to challenge part I (9), this multicenter study has several limitations. The study cohort size is small (11 patients) and the results should be validated with a larger cohort size. Due to the lack of data for R 10 measurement in the shared data sets, a fixed R 10 value was used for PK analysis of all voxel data across all 11 patients. Although this approach eliminated the contamination of R 10 variation in the evaluation of the effect of AIF variation on SSM parameters, the use of a uniformed presumed R 10 value most likely reduced the accuracy in the estimated parameter values, as well as in the assessments of intraand intertumoral heterogeneity. The AIF determination methods used by the 9 QIN centers are constrained to direct measurement from the imaging data. Other AIF quantification methods were not evaluated in this study. It would be interesting to investigate if AIF variations from a method like blinded estimation (10) will have similar effects on PK parameter variance. Because the shared prostate DCE-MRI data sets were all acquired before treatment, it was not possible to assess the effects of AIF variation on DCE-MRI assessment of prostate cancer response to treatment, particularly the comparison of the individually measured AIFs with the population-averaged GP AIF.
CONCLUSION
The results from this part II of a multicenter DCE-MRI data analysis challenge using the SSM are generally consistent with those obtained using the standard Tofts model (9) . Variations in AIF quantification result in considerable variance in the estimated PK parameters. Among the three conventional PK parameters (ie, K trans , v e , and k ep ), the AIF-caused parameter variation is the highest in K trans and the lowest in v e . The SSM-specific i parameter has low AIF-caused variation, similar to v e . Use of the reference tissue method to adjust the amplitude of measured AIF can improve agreement in AIF and reduce variations in K trans and v e , but it has little effect on k ep and i . k ep may be a more robust and reproducible marker of prostate microvasculature than K trans because of its lower sensitivity to AIF uncertainty. Because i is the least sensitive among the four parameters to AIF variation and has the potential of being an imaging biomarker of metabolic activity, the SSM could be the better choice for PK analysis of DCE-MRI data acquired with sufficient sensitivity to the water-exchange kinetics (41) , especially those acquired in longitudinal studies to assess cancer response to treatment. In multicenter quantitative DCE-MRI studies, central data analysis with a fixed AIF determination method should be adopted to minimize parameter variations due to inconsistency in AIF determination by each local site. If local PK data analysis is required, the AIFs used by the local sites need to be consistent: either individually measured from acquired data or a populationaveraged AIF, but not both. Furthermore, the reference tissueadjusted AIF should be used in data modeling to reduce AIF-caused parameter variations.
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